
 

Ethiopians refugees are being unfairly targeted, hunted, tortured and 
killed by Yemenis animals

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

The Ministry of Interior of Yemen is published by «Source Online» Earlier on 
torture at the hands of African infiltrators armed gangs in the Directorate 
instigated the border in the province of North Yemen's argument. 
The ministry said it had discovered 129 Ethiopia detention at the hands of armed 
gangs, where they are physically tortured and forced to contact with their families 
in Saudi Arabia to convert amounts of money seized by the smugglers. 
     The interior that both «Abdullah Abdu beast and Khalid Mohammed Absi» 
They accused the main led by those gangs, noting that the defendant monster 
was holding 49 Ethiopia within the monsters of his home, as he held the second 
defendant, 79 Ethiopia came to the country illegally in order to infiltrate into 
Saudi Arabia . 
He received «Online Source» a copy of the security document issued by the 
security management instigated by the names of 19 people, the document said 
they have «backyard» contain the smugglers Africans, in several villages in the 
directorate. 
       The «Online Source» has revealed in a report published last Friday for the 
detention of Africans armed gangs in those areas and tortured in a grotesque, 
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and the amputation of some of their members to force them to pay. 
Security sources confirmed the «Source Online» that jails and prisons are in the 
Department instigated Sharifian, referring to the liquidation of a number of 
African victims and torture of others. 
         The Interior Ministry said it freed the hostages, referring to the Yemenis 
working in the field of smuggling, they were compiled Ethiopian infiltrators who 
want to enter into Saudi Arabia illegally and through smuggling. 
She noted that she and after the liberation of Ethiopian «on rapid scientific and 
unannounced» has transferred to hospital and placed center of voluntary return 
of migrants of the International Organization for Migration in the re-instigated as 
a prelude to deportation to their country cooperation of the international 
organization. 
         According to the internal security apparatus that has transmitted to the 
prosecutor in the smugglers incited to take legal action against them.According 
to statistics, security and human rights obtained by the «Source Online», has 
been monitoring about 170 cases of assault for infiltrators Africans during the 
period from January 1, 2011 until 24 January this year were distributed as 
follows: «90 young and 10 women, 50 children and 20 elderly». 
     She noted that most of those physical attacks, mostly «burning with fire and 
hit the face, causing a loss of hearing or eyesight». According to the statistical 
Viozaa perpetrators of such violations as follows: 156 cases by gangs 
smuggling, 6 cases by border guards Saudi Arabia, 4 cases by border guards of 
Yemen, 4 cases by bandits, in addition to 12 cases of robbery and 4 cases of 
trafficking in human.And demanded a number of humanitarian organizations and 
the Ministry of Human Rights and the security authorities to stop such crimes 
and to hold from behind them. 
           The security sources to the involvement of sheikhs and owners of 
influence in these crimes, whether through adoption or through the protection of 
the gangs that you make. And earned Source Community on a number of 
pictures of victims, but he published simple models and apologizes for 
withholding in order to preserve the feelings of other readers. 
 
 





 
 



 

 
 
  
   Tuesday 06-March-2012, at 18:20 in confirmation of published 
 
"Source Online" earlier arrested guerrilla infiltrators disparage torture Africans in 
argument and pictures showing hideousness of that. 
 
Mohamed Omdurman Yemeni Ministry of Interior confirmed what he published 
"The Source Online" earlier on the operations of torturing infiltrators Africans by 
armed gangs in the Directorate of border instigated argument governorate north 
Yemen. 
 
Internal added that both the "Abdullah Abdou monster, Khaled Mohamed absi" 
are the two main suspects led by those gangs, indicating that the accused the 
beast was holding 49 Ethiopians within Hosh, his house, as was the accused 
was held II79 Ethiopians came to the country illegally to sneak to Saudi Arabia. 
And got "Source Online" in a copy of a document on security issued by the 
management of security of instigated the names of 19 people, said the document 
that they have "backyard" containing smugglers Africans, in several villages 
Directorate. 
 
And got "Source Online" in a copy of a document on security issued by the 
management of security of instigated the names of 19 people, said the document 
that they have "backyard" containing smugglers Africans, in several villages 
Directorate. The "Source Online" has revealed in a report released last Friday by 
armed gangs detention of Africans in those areas, torture, monstrously, and 
amputations, some organistaions to force them to pay the money. Security 
sources confirmed to "the source Online" that jails and prisons exist in the area 
Directorate Sharifian instigated, indicating the liquidation of a number of African 
victims and torturing others. 
 



According to statistics obtained by sailing security "Source Online", has been 
monitoring about 170 cases of assault to sneakers who Africans during the 
period from January 1, 2011 until January 24 this year were distributed as 
follows: "90 young, and 10 women and 50 children and 20 elderly ". She said 
that most of those attacks physically, most are "burning with fire and hit facial, 
causing loss of hearing or sight". 
  
 
No one can live in dignity in other countries, the best you can get is at 
home. Unfortunately, Ethiopians do not feel at home under TPLF security 
apparatus breathing on the back of their neck, every now and then 
slapping them for no apparent reason. Ethiopia is run by a Yemeni and 
when they go to Yemen they are killed by a Yemeni, they do not know 
where to go, Yemenis are everywhere running and ruining Ethiopian lives.   
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